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Letter of congratulations from H. O. Newson, Jun, King to Dr. Parker on receiving his appointment, May 4th, 1846, as Resident of Legations.

When at the Ocean of Bash, the tide in the Name

[...]

...
to judge of the merits of literary compositions.
Your novel is richer than a thousand
pieces of gold, so that every one strives to be
forward in calling you his Poet. In the treatment
of every disease you do not trouble one into
two opinions, that all agree that you are
a Bong-Hung (a celebrated physician of the Chao
Dynasty). Those who have read when your
letters first came to full growth (i.e.
gentlemen of taste and learning) to that your
name of acclaimed Poet is thrown by
attainable friends, and when you have
ascend the curtain of the inner appointment
with whom do you associate? But your own
Wang has written a remarkable couplet: there
are the same highest blessings among
men as those of the Jews in the Aaron
whom no one disturb. Truly it is right
you should be beloved with favor in the
obtaining the appointment of the President
to stand next to the Chief of the Hagen Palace
(House of Legation), who the above offshoots
to discriminate I place you in coming rank
of these mindful of that who sit on the right
and left of the throne. The said Chief, and
with the head of the Council, I place you and
meet and my heart congratulates you. I
a man of no ability, one of different race
but grow where the same title (i.e. we belong
to different nations but are alike entrusted with
public duties), still more sincerely, therefore closing heart
like the牢牢 which with delight.
I hope to take this means that to express the ten
ments of my heart, and depend upon this
poor need to spread out my sentiments
nevertheless I forbid you may attend the
clouds on an ethereal need, and I hear your
Your course at the rate of a thousand le, and that your surprising progress may shine like the Sun and your magnificent appearance may be like the elegance of the land of New France (where a regent attending upon the King) I salute, respectfully, and sincerely, to congratulate you on your great joy. I celebrate your tranquility, and trust your agility will regard in what format & express, my name is on a separate paper, ez. 

4th June 1846. 

Chuan Guan Tung 
(Secretary Extraordinary)

Note:
1. Macao where the American Treaty was negotiated.
2. Country part of P. E. Powery Ting, when the Russian town of the hrief were exchanged.
3. A man remarkable for the receptivity of his genius and the mind in the sign of Fu Yuan B.C. 2237.
4. Old belongs to the Eastern Chow dynasty B.C. 255.
5. That in your coming to Canton is a fortunate event to the place & such as seldom hath there. 

The Paper a fabulous bird, & the symbol a fabulous animal, said to inhab in form of preserving wisdom and sound of good, apparent only in the time of Confucius.
6. He was an ancient celebrated for his great learning.
7. Yuanyang was a celebrated Physician of the Chow dynasty.
8. A particular time for House of Liguang.
9. The Jones is not belong to different notions but are alike entwined with public duties.